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Fore~yord

This ~rx morandum oo’~ers only a small phase of the problea

of instru~~ntation fox’ signal enhancement ~osesrch and has

been prepared prSi~iariiy for internal distr~~ition to aid

others at !EL ~ho way be interested in re1~ted problems.

Only a limited distribt~tion outside of the Laboratory is

contemplated0 V~orIc to Jt~ue 1955 is covere~~
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AN AUTC?~i~’~ i~~C?CLING hW.TI PLE SA1~PLER

by

E. C. t’Iesterfield

Introduction

many problems in coiranunicat ion or data analysis some

type of speed-up of signal processing is desirable. This

speed~up nisy’ be accomplished by multiple -processing devices

where several process ing uni ts are oporated in parallel or

by signal speed-up devices in which the inform ation bearing

signal is sped-up so that the multiple-processing operations

can be carried out serially by a single processing unite
processing

Th~~speed-up might also be accomplished by a combinatio n of signal

speed-up and multipls~’processing devices. A del~~ line

memory using a quartz ul tr asonic delay’ h i s  provides one

means of accomplishing the signal spoed~up.1 In this device,

1. M1~J Progress Report , Jan-March 1951., :~p. 17-22.

known as the DELTIC (Delay Line Time Comp~’eesor) , successive

samples of the signal are fed into the delay line after the

previous sample hns paøsed throu~~ arid be~ z recycled into t~~
delay line a second time. The aamplaa in the outj iit of the

delay line are thu s in cor1~ct sequential order ~ it are corn-

pressed in time by a factor depending on the relation betimen

the sampling period and the delay time of the memory unit.

�.•~The p.irpose of the present paper is to describe a similar

device in which a binary shift register is used for the memory
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Description of the Autom~itio Recyolin~ Multiple Sairn3.er

Aa may be) seen from the block diagrant, Figure 1, the

circuit ry of the Aut~irnat4o Recycling Multi ple Sampler is

relatively simple.
1•

Low FreQ~ Limiter . .
~~ 

Pulse Freq~uency
Input ~ ~~~y~~~r~14’/N)tns

Sampler — Maat~~ 
~
iise
i

Selector 

j
out~itL ~~~

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Autematic Recycling Multiple
Sampler .

The fiuiotions of the limiter, sampler and seleotcr may be

combined into a single unit. They are separated in the block

diagram to simplify the discussion of the operation. The

pulse frequency divider may be any unit, such as a preset

counter for examples which will recycle and emit a pulse

after receiving a predetermined number N of pulses from the

master pulse generator. The binary shift register for eza1~ple

may hLwe R ~ N - 1 stages ~br ota mode of operation. The

sampler and selector are driven by the pulse frequency divider

at the rate (9~ N)pp5, thi le the binary shift register is

driven by the master pulse generator at the ra ts of ~/Ypp..

Additional pulse shaping, impedance matching, and poser w~pZ(’

fier unite may be necessary to mske the pulses from the pulse

generator operate the sampler, selector end shift register
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reliai iy but th,~~e ii~i~ t~c ccm~ir$ered ns incorporated in either

the driving or the driven uni-;s, so no special blocics are

required for these functions in the block diagram.

Pperation of the Automatic Recycling V~ultiple S~~p3,er

With R ~ N - 1 stages in the binary shift register the

Automatic Recycling Multiple Sampler operates in a manner

similar to that described for the DELTIC • A limiter is indi-

cated on the input to the sampler to ins’~re binary type

samples . With the pulse frequency divider set to recycle and

emit a pul se on the Nth count from the master pulse generator

each time, the selector will accept N — 1 samples from the

output of the binary shift register and recycle them into the

shift register. The Nth sample from the output of the shift

register will b~ rejected however and a sample from the

sampler will be subs tituted . N - 1 counts later this sample

will be recycled into the shif t register and on the next

count a nsw sample from the sampler will be fed into the shift

register, etc. After ~Ut ~~ N(N - 1) counts the shift register

will be fill ed with co~iaecutive samples from the input signal

but the taterval between auccoasive sarplea on the output of

the shift register Will be less than that on the original

signal by a factor of 3,/N, It followe that all frequencies

less than 0/2N will have been increased by a fac tor N. This

sped-up output of the shift register is repeated each time

the shift register recycles, the only char~ge being that the

oldest sample is dropped each time and a new sample added so

that during any recyc7.ing period the output of the shift

register consist s of the N 1 most recently received eamples

3. 
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Other modes of operat ion ax’e possible with the Automat ic

Recycling Multiple Sampler, For example , if R N + 1 stages

are used in the shift register the output will be sped-up in

the ratio N to 1 but th samples will be inverted in order so

that the signal will be effectively reversed in time. Ox , as

anot1’~r mode of operation the shift register could contain

R • 2N - 1 stages. This m ode of operatio n would separate the

odd from the even numbere d samples so that the latest N 1

odd numbered samples would appear on the cutpzt followed by

the latest N - 1 even numbered samples, etc. One might also

take R ~ (~ 1)/M, that is N PAR 4 1, where R as before is

the number of stages in the shift register and PA is an integer .

For thi s last mode of operation the shift register would re-

cycle repeating its output (a sequence of the R latest samples)

M times before the solector dropped the oldest sample and add-

ed a new one. It would then repeat the nev sequence PA times,

etc. With N :  MR - 1 the samples would be recycled through

the shift ~egister in inverse order N times before the selector

dropped the oldest sample and added a new one.

DISCU SS

Th~ chief advantage of the ARLIS over the DELTIC unit is

perhaps the absolute lock in synchronization which is possible

in the shift register type of time delay unit. With the pulse

frequency civider set to recycle on a cowi~ of N, cOma~r be

varied ovor a fair ly wide range without upsetting the operati on
— of the ARMS unit. There is also the possibility of utilizing

thi s feature to lock the AR3~ unit in synchronization with
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the oi~~i~ ~~scc5 -~~oC ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~(ith the unit~ operatIng

properly., fairly WIde 7arI at ion~ in power supp . y voltages may

occur also without affecting thi .~ synchronization.
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